
Week Three: 

What’s in the Share? 

Celery 

Kale 

Lettuce 

Green Garlic 

Basil 

Scallion 

Chicken 

Thanks to our Partners! 

The Farm at VYCC 

 

Thursday, July 20th 2017 

Health Care Share 

From the Farm: 
At the peak of harvest season, I am inspired by the complexity of a diverse farm ecosystem. 

By rotating many different crops through our fields and cultivating fruit trees and flowers, we support a diversity of 
local pollinators and insect predators, preventing any one pest from getting too dominant. By seeding rye and clover 
into our fallow fields, we bring necessary plant nutrients into the soil and help it to regenerate for the next season. In 
the same manner, our cows and chickens are rotated in a way that brings additional fertility to our fields rather than 
compacting and eroding the soil. Rather than using brute force of herbicides, pesticides, and excessive nitrogen ferti-
lizer to bring order to the seeming chaos of an ecosystem, we strive each year to better mimic the natural flow of re-
sources in our landscape. In this way, each crop slowly finds its niche, and as a farm, we better find our niche as grow-
ers. We learn to plant our potatoes in sandy soils and our lettuce in soils with more clay. We learn not to keep our 
brassicas all in one field for too long, because our neighbors have Swede Midge eating their broccoli. But more im-
portantly, we learn what it takes to extend this ecological mindset further, and nourish our community. 

What makes the Farm at VYCC a valuable ecosystem is not just the surplus of quality crop and healthy soil for the 
next year. What makes it valuable is the complex role of the Farm within the greater Vermont community. For a pro-
gram to meet the developmental needs of local youth, the nutritional needs of local families, and the professional 
needs of countless young adult leaders, it requires an ecosystem nearly as creative and self-
reliant as a healthy organic farm. On any given day this summer, you may find high 
schoolers being paid to harvest squash, AmeriCorps leaders gleaning the fields at Jericho 
Settlers' farm with local families, or even Boy Scouts celebrating their first time processing 
chickens with an evening barbecue. Each individual you see in a green shirt is not merely a 
beneficiary of our Farm, but rather fills an important niche within it. Every family who 
participates in our health care share is not a beneficiary, but rather a fundamental part of a 
web which helps to advance our community members all over the state. Without each 
component part of an ecosystem filling its niche, the respective parts must each work hard-
er to achieve prosperity. Therefore, I would like to thank you for being part of our ecosys-
tem. May it get ever more complex, and more resilient!            -Ben Feinson 
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Meet The Farm Crew!  

My name is Wakeme, and I am from New 
York City. My favorite things to do are play 
basketball, football, and baseball, and 
hang out with my friends. I enjoy playing 
sports be-
cause it 
makes me 
feel strong-
er. I'm work-
ing at the 
VYCC be-
cause I was 
interested in 
learning 
more about farming. 

Hi, my name is Cianna, and I'm 17 years old. I 
grew up in Burlington, and live in a small town 
called St George. I go to CVU, and it's a great 
school.  In my free time, I like to draw, listen to 
R&B, and work 
on my garden. I 
am here at 
VYCC because I 
want to go into 
agriculture 
after college. 
My dream is to 
build my own 
organic farm, 
and VYCC has 
helped give me 
experience in 
farm work. My favorite projects to do here on the 
farm are transplanting and harvesting! 

 

  Crew Leader Corner:  

Andrea grew up outside of Washington D.C., but has since lived in Australia, Florida, 

and California. She was first awakened to her love for the natural world while working 

at a wilderness camp in the beautiful Adirondack Mountains. While getting a degree in 

Environmental Studies at Eckerd College, she was able to foster this connection by vol-

unteering on a variety of farms and interning for a non-profit organization focused on 

garden education. After graduating in 2015, she traveled extensively around the West 

Coast doing work-trade on organic vegetable farms, expanding her skills, and learning 

about the complexities of food systems. Andrea is excited to continue to explore the 

endless connections between the environment, food, and people, and is especially 

looking forward to helping inspire younger generations to cultivate a deep reverence 

for nature through the magic of growing food. A favorite book: Jitterbug Perfume by 

Tom Robbins.  

2017 Farm Corps Members 
Cianna Bailey 

Wakeme Little John 



 

 
Interested in making garlic bread? Try 

 Paul Feenan’s Garlic Shmear or Aglio e Olio 

1. Prepare garlic bulb (or a couple of cloves) by washing, removing 

ends, and pealing. 

2. Smash garlic to be chopped with your hands or a side of a knife with 

downward pressure. 

3. Finely chop. Add a light amount of olive oil, continue to chop. 

4. Add a liberal amount of salt to the pile — acts to help break down 

garlic. 

5. Using the side of the knife, 

smear the garlic on the cutting 

board making the contents into a 

paste. 

6. Spread onto fresh, oven ready, 

or toasted bread , mix with pasta, 

or use as dip! 

Recipe of the Week 

Feature of the Week: 

Green Garlic 

 Each bird contains a plastic bag of giblets  inside 
the chicken. This bag contains the heart, liver and 
neck. Remember to remove this bag before cooking.  

 Giblets can be used to make a soup stock or gravy. 

 Thaw chicken for at least five hours before cook-
ing. Thaw inside the refrigerator or in a cold water 
soak.  

 Chickens will keep for one year in freezer.  

 Always keep raw poultry separate from other 
foods and cooking supplies. Wash all working 
surfaces, including cutting boards, utensils, and 
hands, very well with soap and water after touching 
raw poultry. 

 Cook thoroughly to an internal temperature of at 
least 165 °F. To estimate without a meat              
thermometer, cook bird at 375°F for 20-30 minutes 
per pound. (For example, cook a 4.5 lb. bird for 1 
1/2 hours to 2 1/4 hours.) Bird is done when all 
meat is white, not pink.  

Looking for More Recipes?  

For more ideas on how to use the basil in your 

share, check out the recipes for pesto in your Health 

Care Share resource booklet!  

 Green garlic is the uncured form of the gar-

lic that we are most accustomed to purchas-

ing in the grocery store and can be used just 

like it! 

 The flavor may be slightly milder compared 

to cured garlic. 

 Garlic is an exceptional vegetable for your 

health! It helps to boost the body’s immune 

system with it’s antibi-

otic and anti-

inflammatory proper-

ties.  

 Green garlic should be 

stored in a cool, dry 

environment.  

Simple Roasted Chicken Recipe 

Ingredients:   

 1 whole chicken, rinsed and patted 

dry 

 2 tablespoons butter, room          

temperature 

 Coarse salt and ground pepper 

Directions: 

 Preheat oven to 375°F.  

 Tie chicken legs together with 

kitchen twine. (Optional: tuck wings under chicken).  

 Place chicken on a rack set in a roasting pan or on a 

rimmed baking sheet.  

 Rub chicken all over with butter; season with 1 teaspoon 

salt and 1/2 teaspoon pepper.  

 Roast until an thermometer registers 165°F when inserted 

in the thickest part of a thigh (avoiding bone), about 90 to 

135 minutes. See left for estimating cooking time. 

 Serve, or let cool before refrigerating. Refrigerate up to 3 

days, covered. 

Recipe modified from marthastewart.com, 2016 

Enjoy your chicken share! As  part of this 
week’s share, you will receive one of our home 
grown, grass fed chickens. Keep these safety 
tips in mind: 



 

Don’t forget! 

1.   Bring your bag back each week so that we can re-use them! 

2. Check off your name on the sign-out sheet so we know you came. 

3. Break down your box and leave at pick up site. 

Welcome to the Farm Crew Kitchen! 

Welcome to the Farm Crew Kitchen! Here on the Farm, Corps Members work hard not only in the 

field, but in the kitchen too. Each day, Corps Members join their Assistant Crew Leader, Audrey, to 

practice culinary skills and prepare lunch. Audrey teaches Corps Members about personal finance and 

nutrition—and how to use the produce they grow to prepare healthy meals big enough to feed the     

hardworking, hungry Farm crews and staff. Join Audrey and the crew as they explore a new veggie 

each week and share their favorite recipes with you! 

 

Find us on          
Facebook and     

Instagram         
@ the Farm at 

VYCC! 

What to Eat First: 

1. Lettuce 

2. Basil 

3. Scallion 

4. Kale 

Having a hard time using all of your lettuce? Need to pack a lunch?  

Try using your large lettuce leaves as a substitute for bread or wraps!  
 

A couple of weeks ago, some hungry intuitive Corps Members decided to make use of some 
lettuce that was in the cooler by using the large leaves to substitute for bread or wraps that we did-
n’t have in the kitchen! 

Here are some ideas: 

1. Prepare your lettuce — wash and dry the lettuce leaf for best results. 

2. Prepare your fillings, suggestions below: 

Make an Egg Sandwich 

 Heat an egg the way you like 

Make a Fresh Veggie Lettuce Wrap 

 Spread hummus, pesto, or garlic shmear (as found below) on-
to the lettuce 

 Cut veggies into bite sizes, just like any other sandwich 

Make a Chicken Salad Lettuce Wrap 

 Combine cooked chicken, mayo or avocado, celery, cilantro,  

and scallions and add to lettuce 

3. Add whatever toppings such as cheese, herbs, seasonings, or sauces! 

4. Role up or fold like a small boat 

5. Enjoy! 

 


